Collective knowledge and the dynamics of culture in chimpanzees
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Social learning in non-human primates has been studied experimentally for over 120 years, yet until the present century this was limited to what one individual learns from a single other. Evidence of group-wide traditions in the wild then highlighted the collective context for social learning, and broader ‘diffusion experiments’ have since demonstrated transmission at the community level. In the present article, we describe and set in comparative perspective three strands of our recent research that further explore the collective dimensions of culture and cumulative culture in chimpanzees. First, exposing small communities of chimpanzees to contexts incorporating increasingly challenging, but more rewarding tool use opportunities revealed solutions arising through the combination of different individuals’ discoveries, spreading to become shared innovations. The second series of experiments yielded evidence of conformist changes from habitual techniques to alternatives displayed by a unanimous majority of others but implicating a form of quorum decision-making. Third, we found that between-group differences in social tolerance were associated with differential success in developing more complex tool use to exploit an increasingly inaccessible resource. We discuss the implications of this array of findings in the wider context of related studies of humans, other primates and non-primate species.

This article is part of a discussion meeting issue ‘The emergence of collective knowledge and cumulative culture in animals, humans and machines’.

1. Introduction

The study of animal culture has by now an approximately seven-decade history, encompassing a growing catalogue of vertebrate and invertebrate families, as well as a diversity of behavioural domains [1]. Alongside studies of the spread of milk-bottle opening by tits and regional birdsong dialects, primatology contributed importantly to the foundations of the field in the mid-twentieth century, through the now-famous studies of the spread of foraging innovations in provisioned Japanese macaque monkeys [1,2]. Later in the twentieth century, the study of wild primates, notably chimpanzees, began to play an influential role [3,4], and cultural primatology has since expanded to include scores of species and domains of behaviour [5].

Studies of that key building block of culture, social learning (learning from others) began much earlier, around the very start of the twentieth century [6]
and continued all through it. But from today’s perspective there was a remarkable disconnect between those efforts and the embryonic field of cultural primatology, for the scores of social learning experiments from 1901 [6] to 2003 [7,8] were (but for a single, oft-neglected exception [9] discussed below) restricted to one-to-one transmission only. Even within the complexities of human culture one-to-one transmission plays its part, but culture in the round entails much more. People learn from the collective knowledge suffusing their cultures, and varieties of many-to-one transmission exist alongside one-to-many and one-to-one transmission [10,11]. Moreover, cultural traditions are typically recognized only once innovations spread across populations, whether vertically between parents and offspring, horizontally within a generation, or obliquely between non-kin across generations [10]. When such innovations are transmitted repeatedly in one or more of these contexts with sufficient fidelity to maintain their identity as traditions [12], they instantiate a corpus of collective knowledge.

The limitations of the one-to-one transmission perspective have been increasingly recognized, in part spurred by field-workers’ collision of evidence suggesting that monkeys and apes sustain long-lived cultures defined by group-wide traditions spanning multiple domains of behaviour [13–15]. By their nature, these field studies were limited in their ability to rigorously confirm an essential role for social learning in maintaining traditions, whereas experiments with appropriate control conditions can powerfully achieve this. Accordingly, a suite of experimental designs was engineered to examine the repeated transmission of behaviour patterns that defines culture. These ‘diffusion’ or ‘transmission’ experiments [16–18] were built particularly on two methodological foundations.

One foundation lay in an important advance in dyadic social learning experiments. For decades, the most basic form of these simply tested whether subjects who observed a model solve a task were, later, more likely to perform similar—although not necessarily identical—behaviours than subjects in a control condition that lacked a model and thus had to rely on individual-level learning only [7]. Later, ‘two-action’ designs improved on this approach by incorporating conditions in which each subject witnessed a model performing one of two (sometimes more) alternative acts on the same target objects [8,19]. Where subjects adopt the particular model variant they witness, one can then examine whether and to what extent these variants spread and are sustained as alternative traditions at the group level [16–18]. In chimpanzees, introducing such alternative models into whole groups provided the first experimental evidence in primates for the emergence of traditions in which the same tool is applied to the same foraging task, but using whichever of the different alternative techniques was seeded in the initial models [20].

The second influential foundation for these developments was a range of earlier diffusion experiments developed with non-primate species including rodents, birds and fishes, whose smaller size and large available sample sizes made them more tractable than great apes for such studies [16]. These studies pioneered experimental designs examining different aspects of diffusion, notably (i) ‘linear transmission chains’ of individuals, A–B–C, etc. that test for transmission across successive ‘cultural generations’; (ii) ‘open group diffusions’ that test for the spread of novel behaviour patterns by introducing one or more trained models into whole communities; and (iii) ‘replacement designs’ in which experienced individuals are removed from groups and naïve individuals repeatedly introduced, testing the capacity of such collectives to sustain traditions through such simulated population turnovers [16]. Among primates, application of these methods has revealed differential transmission and spread of behavioural variants in chimpanzees, orangutans, colobus monkeys, capuchin monkeys and (wild) marmosets, as well as in a variety of birds, fishes and insects [16–18,21].

These experiments have been complemented by a growing corpus of new statistical techniques that identify social learning through the ways in which spontaneous innovations diffuse through objectively determined social networks [22]. These ‘network-based diffusion’ analyses have revealed cultural transmission in species like humpback whales, where diffusion experiments appear impossible [23]. Applications in primate research rely on relatively rare cases where novel behaviours emerge and their spread is documented, and to date this has been possible only for a modified form of sponge-tool invented by chimpanzees [24]. Close attention to further such opportunities will surely follow. These and other sophisticated statistical techniques are now being married with two-action and other transmission experimental designs outlined above, but conducted in the wild—a powerful combination that further addresses collective knowledge and culture [25,26].

In the present article, we survey a suite of our recent studies, principally with chimpanzees but also children, that explore linkages between collective knowledge and culture as a community phenomenon. First, we review a study in which evidence emerged of chimpanzees’ tool-based solution to a foraging challenge being built through the integration of discoveries by different chimpanzees, the resultant innovation spreading to others to become an incipient tradition [27].

Second, we focus on conformity, which in broad terms occurs when a learner is swayed to adopt a behavioural option displayed by a majority of group-mates [28]. The phenomenon is thus inherently a collective one, insofar as a learner is influenced not by any single individual, but instead exploits the accumulated knowledge consolidated in ‘majority opinion’ expressed in their social world. Conformity can thus be regarded as a counterpart in social learning to collective decision-making in animal groups [29,30], such as when a swarm of bees opts for a particular new hive location once a majority are preferring to fly back and forth to it, sometimes described as ‘bee democracy’ [31]. Our recent studies suggest new twists in the way conformity operates among chimpanzees [32].

Third, we turn to the inter-related topics of social tolerance, supportive scaffolding and teaching. The scope for social learning in a community is modulated by the social dynamics operating between individuals, that may vary across a continuum from hostile (inhibiting cultural transmission) to highly tolerant (facilitating transmission) [33]. We describe our recent studies illustrating this variation [34].

2. Collective innovation, culture and cumulative culture

It has been commonly asserted that cumulative culture, in which successive cultural changes build on what went before [35–37], is the critical aspect that separates human
culture from that of other species [38,39]. Based on over 30 years of detailed studies in the wild, Boesch [40] argued that to the contrary, multiple technologies of chimpanzees are consistent with a history of cumulative cultural evolution (CCE). If true, this suggests that although candidate instances in chimpanzees are minimal compared to what humans have achieved, human capacities for cumulative culture did not spring out of the blue, but evolved on foundations in our common ancestor that we can infer through studies of chimpanzees (it is, of course, a further question whether CCE occurs more widely across the animal kingdom). Boesch identifies CCE through comparing several complex technologies across multiple field sites where chimpanzees display habitual local differences in techniques, suggested to have been added on top of the repertoires they share more generally. Examples include: nut-cracking using natural hammer materials, arboreal and underground honey extraction, and subterranean termiteing (see also [41,42]).

Such observations in the wild should be foundational to any consideration of cumulative culture in non-human species, but they suffer the limitation that a cumulative history is inferred rather than directly documented, as is possible in so many human examples, such as the evolution of axes, wheels and computers. Behavioural experiments that offer apes the potential for cumulation are, therefore, complementary in providing stepwise documentation of any such occurrences. In the first attempt to do so, wild-born juvenile chimpanzees in a Ugandan sanctuary were first shown and familiarized with application of a stick tool to simply dip honey from an artificial foraging device, then shown (by the same familiar, human model) that a more complex, multi-step application of the tool could make available all the honey and nuts inside [43]. Despite scores of opportunities, these youngsters stuck to their simple dipping method, whereas young human children later tested in an analogous way demonstrated cumulative learning of the more complex technique [44]. A later experiment obtained convergent results insofar as chimpanzees failed to copy a conspecific solving the third and most rewarding step in a series of progressively more challenging actions, instead tending to persevere with the simpler and less rewarding steps they had mastered, whereas young children often achieved all three steps [45].

These studies thus suggest that chimpanzees are more unlikely than humans to upgrade the complexity of their existing behaviours to match techniques shown by others to gain greater rewards. However, these are but two exploratory studies, that may have presented contexts not conducive to the capacities of interest, compared to those that characterize chimpanzees’ natural environmental challenges. For example, in both cases the actions involved were small-scale and fiddly, accessible to children’s fine-scale dexterity, but perhaps more challenging for less dexterous ape hands, lacking thumb opposability. In the wild, most candidates for CCE in chimpanzees involve larger scale actions that are relatively easy to see others perform. Experiments reviewed above demonstrating cultural transmission across groups have typically incorporated these characteristics.

Accordingly in a further experiment, we [27] offered groups of chimpanzees an array of potential and more readily manipulable tool materials, the novel application of which could relatively easily be witnessed by onlookers. In this study, each of six groups of chimpanzees was provided with a container of juice outside their enclosure mesh, and a variety of materials with which to gain the juice. These included a diversity of probes and straws that could be dipped in the juice, but the straws could also be used to suck up juice more efficiently. One object could do this most efficiently of all; a folded tube (long bendy tool (LBT)) that, to be used as a straw, had to be uncoiled to an appropriate configuration and the stop valve at one end unscrewed to remove it. Once the juice was depleted to a low level, this was the only tool that could deliver juice efficiently.

In three groups (Seeded) an experimenter showed a single chimpanzee how to use the LBT and allowed them to become expert in using it, while the other three groups (Unseeded) contained no such expert. We thus tested whether chimpanzees in the experimental, Seeded groups would, unlike in the earlier experimental CCE studies reviewed above [43,45], ‘step up’ from using the simpler dipping and straw-sucking approaches that were typically their initial responses, to acquire the more complex but also more efficient LBT technique displayed by the single existing expert in their group. The latter simulated the kind of ‘advanced’ innovator necessary for cumulative culture. The Unseeded groups acted as controls to test whether any LBT usage in the Seeded groups required observational learning or could instead be acquired by naive individuals.

In a first phase with 10 h of exposure, the efficiency of social learning was apparent [27]. Seven of the 18 chimpanzees (aside from models) in Seeded groups succeeded in creating a functional LBT and using it to suck juice, five others successfully used an LBT already made functional by another individual and all 18 attempted LBT usage. By contrast, just two of the 25 chimpanzees in Unseeded groups created a potentially functional LBT, and these two did not discover how to use it as a straw. A further 10 h of exposure including extensive video displays of models succeeding, had one further Seeded group chimpanzee but no individual from Unseeded groups creating and using an LBT.

In a third and final 10 h phase, we engineered a simulated ‘ecological stress’ event of the kind that may create a selection pressure for cumulative change: juice containers were fitted with lids permitting access only through small holes, so the only tools effective were now LB Ts. At this stage, events particularly relevant to the topics of the current journal issue occurred in just one of the Unseeded groups (figure 1). In the earlier phases 1 and 2 an adult male NI and adult female TA had each unscrewed the valve of the LBT but failed to use it as a straw. However, in phase 2, a third chimpanzee, adult male BN, explored an LBT in which TA had already unscrewed the valve, and used it successfully as a straw. A fourth individual, CE, watched this and then did the same. Thus although no individual had performed the whole sequence necessary for LBT use, success was achieved through the collective activities of these four individuals. Then, in phase 3, BN watched NI unscrew a valve and repeat this, and he then combined it with the usage of the LBT as a straw that he had previously discovered using an LBT opened by TA. Through these collective events, BN had thus now mastered the entire sequence necessary for successful LBT use. NI then displayed the converse combinatorial progress, observing BN sucking juice and combining it with his existing knowledge of unscrewing the valve, hence also mastering the whole technique. We know from the Seeded condition that once LBT is shown by at
least one individual, the technique will spread to constitute an incipient tradition.

Two additional control conditions allow us to build a more complete interpretation of what unfolded in these developments. In a ‘high level only’ condition, we provisioned a group of five chimpanzees with the circumstances of phase 3 from the start (the juice container was covered, requiring LBT use). This group thus lacked the opportunity over their 30 total hours of exposure to build their skills cumulatively, beginning with techniques such as sponging and probing with sticks and other materials, and sucking through simple straws. These subjects failed to achieve any successful LBT use; indeed, they did not manage to unscrew any valves. This contrasts with the successful achievements in phase 3, two individuals combined them and thence mastered the task. For further explanation and discussion, see text.

Figure 1. A case of collective knowledge generating more advanced behavioural solutions. In one of three groups not provided with a model demonstrating how to unfold a tube, unscrew a valve to open it and then shape it so it could be used as a straw to suck the juice from a container outside the enclosure mesh, this complex of actions nevertheless emerged through the collective actions of several individuals. In phase 1 two individuals unscrewed the valve but no more. In phase 2, collective solutions emerged through different individuals executing separate components of the whole sequence required. As chimpanzees further observed these in phase 3, two individuals combined them and thence mastered the task. For further explanation and discussion, see text.

1 required only manual actions to obtain the reward, level 2 required simple stick-tool-use, level 3 required a long tool to be made by combining or unfolding components, and level 4 required a hook to be added or unfolded at the end of the tool. In addition, at each level the reward initially placed in the middle of the shelf, could be guided using a finger (level 1) or tool (levels 2–4) to one of four different exit points. Each exit required a different approach to release the capsule, such as depressing a trap door or raising the capsule up to an opening. This complex array dubbed the ‘Small World’ thus offered 16 (4 × 4) different options for action. As in the juice experiment described above, chimpanzees were then tested in either small group or individual conditions.

We labelled as an ‘invention’ every first success in a group (or by the individual in a solo condition) concerning each of the 16 exit opportunities in the Small World. Interestingly, the eight groups tested achieved an average of 4.3 times as many inventions as the eight solo individuals, who achieved an average of only 1.5 inventions across 1 h of testing. Similarly, chimpanzees working in groups achieved as many as 11.5 more successful reward extractions in their first hour of testing as did the solo individuals. Thus, consistent with the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase 1–10 h</th>
<th>Phase 2–10 h</th>
<th>Phase 3–10 h</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NI unscrews</td>
<td>NI unscrews</td>
<td>NI unscrews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TA unscrews</td>
<td>TA unscrews</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BN sucks juice through TA’s readied LBT</td>
<td>BN combines new unscrew with known suck act</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE watches BN suck juice through LBT</td>
<td>BN watches NI do this</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE sucks juice through same LBT</td>
<td>NI watches BN do this</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NI combines BN suck</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Schematic interpretation of findings in the ‘juice’ experiment [27]. The achievement of a culturally transmitted innovation builds through a series of precursor stages, indicated by core results shown in red. For explanation and discussion, see text.
results of the juice experiment described above, the collective work of these groups generated a diversity of task solutions not evident in the efforts of those acting individually, facilitating the availability of inventions as the ‘raw material’ to potentially build cumulative cultural advances.

In a parallel Small World experiment with young children, we found that those working in groups likewise generated more inventions and successes per unit of time than those working as lone individuals [48]. The greater availability of the ‘cultural raw material’ of inventions in groups of children was further associated with faster and more successful progress through higher levels in the Small World than in lone participants, with all groups succeeding at level 3 and only a handful of lone individuals reaching level 2. Additional evidence that such progress was facilitated by observational learning in the group led to the conclusion that a degree of cumulative cultural learning was operating in these groups of young children faced with the Small World.

By contrast, chimpanzees did not convert the enhanced availability of inventions in groups into cumulative cultural progress within the Small World. Groups did not generate more complex (higher level) solutions than individuals tested alone. Although three individuals in the groups managed to succeed by creating and using an elongated tool at level 3, only one other chimpanzee witnessing this achieved a similar task success; the discovery did not spread in the group, to become a shared innovation. This result is accordingly consistent with the findings of the earlier CCE experiments reviewed above [43,45] in which chimpanzees did not acquire a more complex and rewarding technique than they had already learned and habitually used, such as dipping for honey in 2008 study [43]. However, this picture contrasts with the ‘juice’ study summarized in figures 1 and 2, in which collective contributions were converted into the mastery of a higher level combination of them [127], compare with [49]).

Why might that be? We suggest that one reason may be that the Small World level 3 required tool construction, unlike the juice experiment, and the scope of chimpanzee tool manufacture as observed in the wild relies predominately on reductive techniques like stripping leaves from stems, as opposed to constructive tool use. However, chimpanzees in the same colony have previously been shown to learn how to join sticks to create an elongated tool through observation [50]. An additional factor that may be in play is that unlike that study, chimpanzees in the Small World study could continue to gain rewards without making the tools necessary for level 3, by continuing to exploit rewards that were intermittently replenished at levels 1 and 2. Such a ‘satisficing’ explanation would be consistent with the context of the first CCE study, in which honey could always be gained by simple stick-dipping [43]. By contrast, the collective and cumulative effects we recorded in the juice experiment occurred only in the ‘ecological challenge’ context, when the lower level solutions were no longer available.

3. Social conformity

Conformity has long been studied as an influential factor in human social psychology [51] and in the foundational theories of human cultural evolution [52]. A recent review [28] distinguished three different manifestations of conformity, with the simplest—‘copy the majority’ being a preference to learn the most common among alternative behavioural options observed in others, either in the sense of the majority of individuals performing it or in that behaviour occurring at an overall higher frequency. More demanding forms, which tend to imply a more intense conformist tendency, are where (i) conformity is strong enough to overturn an existing, different (or even opposite) preference (‘Aschian conformity’, named after the social psychologist who performed the foundational studies [51]); or (ii) there is an exaggerated tendency to adopt the majority option, as when the probability of choosing an option is greater than its raw frequency in the observed population would predict (‘conformist bias’ [28,52]).

That the latter, conformity bias, might occur in animals, has historically been treated with some skepticism [53], but evidence for its operation has been adduced in recent experimental studies ranging from birds [46] to fruit flies [54]. Such studies tend to require substantial numbers of subjects to achieve the different frequencies required for testing, and we are not aware of such studies in apes or other primates.

The first cultural diffusion studies with primates suggested that Aschian conformity might be occurring because chimpanzees who initially adopted whichever of two tool-use techniques was experimentally seeded in their groups, but then went on to explore alternatives, later returned to preferring the option displayed by a majority of their group [20]. However, one alternative explanation, that a basic disposition to eventually focus on the first technique learned, could not be rejected [55]. What is ideally required is to present subjects at the outset with a choice between a majority behaviour versus a minority alternative. This was achieved in testing a basic ‘copy the majority’ bias by presenting children, chimpanzees and orangutans with a choice of gaining a reward by posting a token in one of three alternative boxes, after watching either three different individuals choose box A, or one individual choose box C three times. Both chimpanzees and children were found to choose box A, thus conforming to the majority, although orangutans did not [56].

The authors then tested whether subjects would reverse an earlier preference between target actions to conform to the majority preference they witnessed in others. Children demonstrated this stronger, Aschian form of conformity, but in this study [56] and two other experimental tests [57,58], chimpanzees did not.

However, these three studies each included conditions that may represent contexts militating against conformity [32]. In one study [57] the chimpanzees faced with an opposing majority were themselves in a small group sharing a minority behaviour, which in humans is known to reduce conformity compared to solo individuals’ responses in the face of a unanimous majority [59]. In the other two studies, chimpanzees either had prior experience that the option they later saw preferred by a majority of others was unrewarded [56], or that it involved distasteful food [58]. To avoid these confounds, Watson et al. [32] first trained single chimpanzees to open a puzzle box using one technique, then introduced them into small groups in which the other individuals unanimously used a different technique, but not one the solo individual had earlier learned to avoid.

In this context, with a unanimous majority displaying a technique different to their own, the solo subjects did tend to conform, with four out of five chimpanzees displaying the majority option and most adopting it as their new preferred
approach [32]. Only one in 23 majority individuals adopted the option initially shown by the minority individual. Similarly, neither control individuals tested by themselves nor individuals tested in pairs ever switched to the non-trained alternative, indicating a group effect rather than individual learning or copying the first option seen. Consistent with these experimental results, female chimpanzees dispensing to new communities in the wild have been reported to switch from their habitual forms of tool use to different approaches that are the norm in their new adopted group [60,61], a disposition also reported in dispersing male vervet monkeys [62] and great tits [46].

However, Watson et al. [32] reported an unexpected twist in how chimpanzees switched to majority options. These minority individuals did not wait to see what all or even the majority of their companions did but instead switched after observing the consistent approach displayed by just a subset of the group. The authors suggested that the underlying learning strategy might be akin to the finding that human subjects will, on the basis of similarly limited sampling, infer cultural norms and converge upon them [63]. Our findings may also reflect a phenomenon known as ‘quorum sensing’, which by analogy with the concept of a minimum quorum of attending committee members being sufficient to carry a vote, has been defined more generally as occurring when ‘threshold groups sizes trigger key changes in behaviour’ [64, p. 745]. To date, such effects appear to have been studied largely in fishes [65] and insects [66], but our results urge that more attention should be paid to it in primates and other taxa. Such a tendency may be particularly adaptive in species such as chimpanzees for whom, owing to their fission–fusion social structure, it may be impractical to sample the behaviour of every or even the majority of individuals in their community before making a decision; a unanimous majority of the currently available sample of them may suffice.

4. Social tolerance

Collective knowledge and collective memory require the existence of a collective. The great ape genera exhibit a very broad variety of community sizes and structures in which collective knowledge might emerge, from associations of just two to three individuals in some highly dispersed orangutan populations, to gorilla groups, to small fission–fusion parties of chimpanzees within a community spanning over a hundred individuals [67]. In addition, whatever the size and structure of the community, its members are often (excepting the mother–infant relationship) in competition for resources such as food or mating opportunities, diminishing tolerance of proximity. Finding that orangutans studied at Suau Balimbing in Sumatra evidenced a more expansive cultural repertoire (especially in tool use) than other populations, and were also more likely to travel in small parties than alone, van Schaik [68] suggested that the degree of social tolerance typical of a species or social grouping (the probability for individuals to be in proximity to conspecifics around valuable resources with little or no aggression) may significantly shape the scope for cultural transmission.

The hypothesis was supported by an early finding that the extent of orangutans’ specialist use of tools to extract insects from arboreal nests was well predicted by the size of small parties in which females and their offspring travelled [69]. Analysis of estimates of the extent of culturally transmitted forms of tool use in different communities of chimpanzees was likewise predicted by a composite measure of social tolerance, based on such variables as the percentage of individuals travelling alone as indicating lower tolerance [70].

Systematic and more comprehensive analyses of chimpanzee and orangutan cultural diversity across long-term study sites [13,14] later provided the opportunity to more rigorously test such relationships. For both species, the size of putative cultural repertoires of tool use and skills requiring significant practice for mastery was found to be significantly correlated with the mean percentage of time that individuals spent in association with one or more independent conspecifics (i.e. ignoring mother–offspring pairings) at distances less than 40–50 cm [71]. Of course, the underlying argument is not that tolerance is sufficient, but rather that its continuation after infancy is necessary.

These exploratory investigations were suggestive but limited. They rested on analyses of geographically widely distributed populations, making it difficult to reject a causal role for ecological or genetic factors [22]. We may also question whether they discriminate effects of the degree of social tolerance from the effects of opportunities for observational learning per se, such as those resulting from variations in party size. In a recent study [34], we were able to minimize such concerns by comparing two small communities of chimpanzees in adjacent enclosures in an African sanctuary, additionally applying newly developed and rigorous direct measures of social tolerance, independently of party size [72].

We focused on the role of individual and social learning in the face of cumulatively building challenges to obtain juice. Small groups of chimpanzees in two enclosures (group G3, 10 individuals; group G4, 12 individuals) were initially presented with a wide tube that contained juice, which could be obtained by dipping fingers or tool materials into the tube. To gauge behavioural flexibility in the face of progressive challenges—a key ingredient of cumulative culture—in a second phase the tube was narrowed, blocking manual access. The response of the two groups differed significantly. Analysis revealed that the odds of G4 using tools to obtain juice in an effective manner were over 31 times greater than for G3. Chimpanzees in G4 employed tools successfully in over 73% of their attempts, compared to only 27% in group G3.

Most interestingly, group G4 also developed a greater diversity of tool use in the narrow tube phase, employing 12 techniques, compared to just five in G3. Moreover in G4, as many as nine of these involved composite or combinatory tool use, such as pushing a piece of absorbent cloth or sugarcane fibre into the tube using a stick, and then using the stick to fish this object out (a similar technique to obtain water was observed in wild chimpanzees at Bossou in Guinea, [73]). In G3 just two such techniques emerged.

We noted that a previous study developing systematic measures of social tolerance had reported greater tolerance in G4 compared to G3 [72]. Accordingly, we applied a complementary quantitative measure of tolerance to G3 and G4, based on behavioural interactions. This confirmed greater tolerance in G4. The most prominent ratios of positive indicators of tolerance in G4 compared to G3 were, in order, scouring (14 times greater), co-action (touching the hand or tool of another individual already acting on the task) (3.9), tool
transfers between individuals (3.3) and concurrent actions (simultaneous acts on the task) (2.6). Ratios of negative indicators of (in-) tolerance in G3 compared to G4 occurred in both displacement of others (1.8 times greater) and aggression (1.4). The correlations between what the two groups achieved in this context and their relative levels of social tolerance are clearly supportive of van Schaik’s hypothesis that variations in social tolerance are likely to profoundly shape the scope for cultural transmission, as well as perhaps the emergence of a greater diversity of innovations (as described for G4). These may be important foundations for potential cumulative cultural change, not sufficient in themselves but operating in concert with other factors including those we focused on in the earlier sections above.

A recent study contrasting two wild chimpanzee populations, at Gombe in Tanzania and the Goualougo area in the Republic of the Congo, provides convergent findings [74]. Chimpanzees at both locations use tools to fish for termites, but at Gombe this involves using stems to probe above-ground mounds, whereas Goualougo chimpanzees employ significantly more complex techniques to harvest termites from subterranean nests. Individuals carrying long fishing stems in their mouths arrive at a known nest area and, instead of immediately using these, employ stout sticks to penetrate the ground almost vertically, creating a tunnel down to a nest. Sticks are sniffed to check when a nest has been penetrated. Once this is achieved, the end of the fishing stem is pulled through the teeth repeatedly to create a brush tip (which will stimulate more termites to bite it), then moulded to fit the tunnel. The stem is then carefully fed down the long tunnel and withdrawn with harvested termites attached.

The critical finding in relation to the topic under discussion here is that although youngsters at both locations beg for their mothers’ fishing tools, mothers at Goualougo, where the more complex technologies are customary, are significantly more tolerant, with tool transfers from expert to novice as much as 5–8 times more frequent than at Gombe, probably supporting youngsters’ mastery of the more complex technological culture that surrounds them [74].

5. Concluding discussion

We have described findings from three of our recent research projects that cast light on the core topics of this journal issue: collective knowledge, culture and cumulative culture. Interestingly, all of the three sets of findings we highlight were serendipitous discoveries, side-branches from the principal goals of their respective parent projects. The first, concerning collective innovation, was a chance occurrence in one of three control groups, rather than an experimental/control contrast the study was designed to focus on, but this perhaps underlines that the innovations that are key to both culture and cumulative culture may be rare occurrences that researchers are lucky to be able to document. Similarly the second study, concerning conformity, revealed an unexpected social dynamic akin to quorum decision-making. And the third, concerning the significance of social tolerance, was a finding incidental to the primary focus of the study, which was on chimpanzees’ capacity for cumulative learning.

The findings of the first study demonstrated how a shared innovation may arise through two sequential manifestations of collective phenomena: first, the combination of different chimpanzees’ exploratory actions, coupled with observational learning, to create a novel technology (LBT usage); and second, social learning by others from this, so collective knowledge of it becomes shared across a group [27]. We can summarize this in the conclusion that collective knowledge can be both an important cause and a consequence in the emergence of cumulative culture as in the human case [75]. As we noted above, this conclusion is based on a serendipitous set of observations, contrasting with many other reports of a lack of cumulative cultural change in chimpanzee social learning experiments [43,45,47]. This may imply that if instances of complex behaviour in the wild are indeed the results of cumulative culture that some propose [40–42], they may depend on processes of collective discovery and cultural transmission based on relatively rare inventive episodes that require long periods of time, multiple generations and/or large populations to generate them. They are thus inherently challenging to capture and document [24].

However, another timeframe over which similar phenomena may be in play is ontogeny. A recent review suggested three main phases of social learning occurring in most primates: first, a focus on the mother, second, on a progressively enlarging social network of other models, and third on new companions gained as adults disperse to join other groups [76]. In phase 2, for example, young male primates may apprentice themselves to adult males whose diet is different to their mothers’ and hence acquire the collective knowledge spanning the two sexes [77]. In a quite different domain of competence, the scale of a juvenile chimpanzee’s gestural repertoire has been shown to be enhanced in relation to the sociability of their mother, which opens up a greater collective gestural world to them [78].

The finding in our second research project was of conformity, which in the context of the present discussion we interpret as monitoring the predominant collective knowledge of one’s companions, which are likely to represent optimal options to adopt because they are the result of multiple testing across the community [32]. It might be expected that this would militate against cultural change, cumulative or not, but what may be the only experimental study to directly address this reported to the contrary. Having studied the spread of experimentally seeded alternative foraging options (pushing a hatch to left or right) in large populations of great tits and implicating conformity in this [46], Aplin et al. [79] reversed the effective direction for the hatch. The authors reported that knowledge of the reversal spread over less than 14 days, through a combination of conformist and individual pay-off-sensitive individual reinforcement.

The third and final finding we highlighted was that greater tolerance in a small group of chimpanzees was associated with greater success in a challenging tool use task, including the generation of a more diverse set of potential technological solutions [34]. Thus as in the juice and LBT study we summarized, the collective aspects are twofold; tolerance may enhance the generation of the raw material (inventions) for potential cultural adoption or cumulative culture, and also the prospects for others adopting these through social learning. This is similarly illustrated by findings such as that greater gestural repertoires develop in the young of more sociable mothers [78]. Both collective invention and social transmission may be inhibited when tolerance is low, either as a secondary effect of high levels of resource
competition or because individuals are motivated to conceal rather than share their special expertise—a possibility that perhaps begs more research attention. At the other end of the tolerance continuum, enhancement may occur when social learning is actively scaffolded, at the extreme amounting to an elementary investment in functional teaching [40,74].

Data accessibility. This article has no additional data.
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